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G’day. Welcome to Issue 22 of Torqueback.

Right then?

Remember the sound of Mad Max’s V8 Interceptor in
the movie? Well, that was actually audio of a Hemi 6
because it sounded more ballsier than the original Ford
V8! In this issue we look at probably the most famous of
all of Mopar’s powerplants – the Hemi. A design classic.
When you think of a Hemi, you think Chrysler.

You’ll all be tested on this!

Throughout time a number of classic engine designs
have graced our cars and each donk has been
designated alphabetically to place it in an ever-growing
list of models and their variants. Hence you’ll often hear
of a family of motors, designated “A”, “B” and so on.
You’ll also hear the term generation which is a way of
dating a reprise design. Three different types of Hemi
engines have been built by Chrysler the Àrst (called
the FirePower engine) from 1951 to 1958, the second
from 1964 to 1971, and the third beginning in 2003. For
instance, the 5.7L Hemi currently bundled in the 2014
300C is a third generation or Gen III. And you can actually
still buy a brand-new Gen II Hemi (for example, the
famous 426 Elephant, in 1971 specs) as a crate motor.
One last piece of housekeeping. During the “horsepower
wars” of the 1950s and 60s, Chev, Ford and Chrysler
ended up making two families of engines. So a
comparison was invented – between small block V8s and
big block V8s for each of the Big Three. The big block
was a larger block allowing larger cylinder bores therefore
larger displacement. Supposedly, big blocks had more
torque and power, but small blocks could rev higher.
However it was probably more a measure of the outside
dimensions of the cylinder block rather than the inside
displacement – because there were big blocks of every
brand that at one time had smaller displacement than that
same brand’s largest displacement small block!
Confused?
Well, I bloody was. So here’s a list of all the non-Hemi V8
motors to help explain!
A
“early A”, small block, Poly, 1656-1966:
277, 301, 303, 313, 318, 326 (Dodge only):
LA
“late A”, small block, 1964-present:
3.9 (V6, actually a 318 with 2 less cylinders), 273,
318 (Including the 5.2 Magnum), 340,
360 (Including the 5.9 Magnum),
plus the 488 and 505 V10s derived from the LA design;
B
“low block”, big block, 1958-1978):
350, 361, 383, 400;
RB
“high block” or “raised block”, big block, 1960-1978):
383 (smaller bore and longer stroke than the B engine),
413 (Standard and Max Wedge),
426 (Max Wedge and Hemi), 440.
The Àrst generation of Hemi V8 were small-blocks. The
second generation were big-blocks. And the current third
generation are neither, as we don’t describe them like that
anymore. Although it’s probably closest to a small-block.

In the years leading up to the creation of Chrysler
Australia, the early Dodge, Maxwell and eventual
Chrysler cars that Àrst made their way to our shores
were mostly engined by inline fours (originally), inline
or “straight” sixes such as the Flathead, and eventually
the Àrst small-block V8s.
Virtually all early cars were powered by Flatheads and
they stuck around for a long time. Few motors lasted
as long as Chrysler’s Flathead-6, which originally
began production in 1929 for DeSoto and remained
for industrial and agricultural use as late as 1972! The
last time a Flathead inline six powered a Chrysler car
was in 1960. It was replaced by the much more efÀcient
overhead valve Slant-6 the following year.
The V8 engine had been around for some time, but
it really only became commonplace in the newer and
heavier cars being built in the 1950s. The Àrst V8 engine
ofÀcially produced by Chrysler was actually the Àrst
original Hemi – called the FirePower 331 cu in (5.4L) in
1951. It was coined a “hemi” because the combustion
chamber was machined into the shape of a ½-dome or
hemisphere. This motor and its direct descendants would
be the Generation I, while the Hemi nickname stuck.
From 1956 Chrysler also created a lower-cost alternative
to the Hemi, the small-block A family dubbed the Poly –
after it’s polyspherical heads. The Poly stayed around
‘til 1966 and eventually one of these “other V8s” was
actually the Àrst Mopar V8 to appear in Oz. A 313 was
Àrst offered in the Chrysler Royal AP3.
Chrysler then came out with the B and RB engines in
1958. These big-block V8s replaced the Àrst generation
Hemi and are often referred to as Wedge motors – due
to their wedge-shaped combustion chambers. Although
the famous 426 Wedge big-block is not to be confused
with the 426 Hemi big-block. The last B/RB wedge was
produced in August 1978.
In 1964, Chrysler returned to the horsepower wars with
another Hemi, the big-block Generation 2. These were the
largest Hemi ever, developed from the RB but unrelated
except in general theory to the earlier types.

The Australian Hemi engine didn’t need eight cylinders
to get muscle-car acceleration. With its six hemispherical
head cylinders fed by triple Weber carbs, the Hemi
Six easily outdistanced even Chrysler’s own hot 340
V8s. Powered by this straight six, the E38 R/T Valiant
Charger was for decades the fastest accelerating
production car made in Australia.
In 1972, Modern Motor tested the 265 E38 Valiant
Charger which achieved a 14.8 second quarter mile
time, with 0-60 mph coming up in a mere 6.3 seconds.
The car did 0-100 in 17.2 seconds. By comparison, the
Ford Falcon GT, powered by a big 351 V8, took 15.1
seconds in the quarter mile, 7.7 seconds in the 0-60,
and 19.2 seconds in the 0-100 — considerably slower
than the Charger. The Holden Monaro GTS, powered
by GM’s 350 V8, was even slower: 9.3 seconds 0-60
(around the same as a base PT Cruiser), 15.3 seconds
in the quarter mile, and a full 24.6 seconds 0-100.
Still today, the yanks are reluctant to call our indigenous
six a “real” Hemi – technically, even though Chrysler
ofÀcially marketed it as so. But according to all the forums
online they are blown away by the brute power of our
Hemi in it’s basic state. They just don’t seem to rate it as
“strong enough” to add things onto like a supercharger.
Seems a “true” Hemi for them is a V8, or nothing.

In 1966 the Poly was replaced by the LA small-block V8
– based on a lightweight casting of the A motor in 1964.
The A and LA blocks are similarly sized and hard to tell
apart from the outside, but the A’s polyspherical heads
were considerably larger than the LA’s heads.

Whatever.

In 1992, Chrysler introduced a series of upgraded
versions of the LA they named the Magnum – a series of
V6, V8 and V10 powerplants used in a number of modern
cars, as well as in marine and industrial applications.

Man, it seems I have enough research to dedicate an
entire Torqueback to each of these famous motors – the
Flathead, the Poly, the Slant-6, the LA small-block, the
Wedge and the Magnum... so I will! Stay tuned.

In the end though, because of all the differences, almost
no major parts can be interchanged between brand
names, generations or families. Hemi, Poly or LA. D’oh!

Meanwhile, this time I hope you’ll enjoy sitting back to
read all about the V8 and 6 Hemis. (Some of you may
also notice I’ve included a couple of features that talk
about the Poly 273 and the Magnum 440 in here too, but
I’m sure you won’t mind). See you at All Chrysler Day!

But probably of most relevance to us, is how during the
1970s and 1980s Chrysler also used the Hemi name
for our Australian-made Hemi-6 motor (as well as a
4-cylinder Mitsubishi 2.6L engine for North America).

Anyhow, so remember. The 318 (including the Àrst Fireball
version of it), the 340 and the 360, which came in late model
Valiants, are not Hemis – they are actually LA small-block
V8s. I didn’t realise this until I studied up on it here.

Cheers,
Dave H
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to me to Ànish the restoration job he started 25 years
ago. It may be a few years yet before they see the
road given my track record, but since he’s the reason
I’m into Chryslers in the Àrst place, it’s a Àtting tribute.

Well here we are, another trip round the sun and
2015 upon us already.

With the New Year, it’s time to get down to tin tacks
for All Chrysler Day 2015. If you aren’t already aware
it’s on the last weekend in March again, the 27th to
29th. The sub-committee is hard at work coming up
with another three day extravaganza. I just want to
mention a couple of things about ACD.

On the subject of contentious stuff, I’ve often heard
people asking about getting a dyno at ACD. In theory
it sounds simple, but logistically and economically
it’s quite unviable. Tony Moularas and Chris
Tsolomytis were passionate enough about it to put
in the hard yards and do some investigation. A big
thanks guys for your efforts.

Firstly, the sub-committee is not an elected, closed
shop. Anyone is welcome to join and help with the
organisation and running of the weekend. It is a lot
of work and the more helpers we have the easier it is
for everyone. If you feel strongly that things could be
done better, feel free to speak to Jason Rowley and
join the team and see if you can make a difference.

Turns out the cost alone is prohibitive (my guess was
about $4K but even that was way under the quote
– we’re talking insanely expensive!). Outside of the
price, there’s also the requirement for a concrete
(bitumen is not suitable) pad, a fork lift to unload and
load the machine, safety fencing, 3-phase power and
public liability insurance to take into account.

Over Christmas I picked myself up two more
Chryslers – OK, technically Galants are Mitsubishis,
but these are somewhat special to me.

Speaking of difference, we’re doing judging a little
differently this year. In the past we’ve had SMASA
judges with a scoring system that required a huge
amount of work and organisation to manage. As the
number of cars to be judged grows each year, the old
process is unsustainable. Last year it took 5 hours
to complete the judging of 75 cars (that’s 4 minutes
per car). Is that really enough time to get a good
appreciation for a car?

They belonged to a very good mate who passed
away a few years ago. He in turn inherited them from
the Àrst owners, his grandparents. He’s having a bit
of fun with me from the other side by passing them

So, this year we’re simplifying things and our
sponsors will be picking their favourite cars as trophy
winners. The categories will be slightly different,
but this way ALL vehicles will be eligible and it will

We’ve had some great events recently with the Kids
Christmas Picnic at Belair, the Christmas Cruise and
Jaf’s Cruise (see next issue). If you haven’t had your
Mopar out of the shed yet then there’s more to come,
so no excuse not to give it a polish and get rolling.

take signiÀcantly less time and effort to determine the
winners. I know some feel it’s not the right way to go, and
if you feel strongly about it, see the previous paragraph.

Now, this doesn’t close the door completely, but it will
take someone to come up with a very well thought
out and presented plan – and business case, for it
to Áy. If you think you have the answer, go back two
paragraphs. Until then, I’m afraid a Dyno at ACD just
isn’t on the cards.
To end on a positive note, a big thanks to Dave
Heinrich for getting this edition out so quickly. He
actually had it nearly Ànished at the same time as
the Prototypes (previous) edition to get on top of all
the ACD promotional stuff. He has been a busy boy
between that and Great work mate!
– Iain

Inaugural member and former president Ian Whitmarsh recently posted this photo on our Facebook. A banner from the early days of the club.

The times, they are a-changin’... Say goodbye to Chrysler’s venerable Pentastar logo. With the formation of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles now complete, the stylized letters FCA as a tacky
new logo now are appearing everywhere — from the internet to the sign outside Chrysler’s headquarters in Auburn Hills in Michigan. The Pentastar, meanwhile, sadly is largely being
phased out — a move that has angered Chrysler fans and has spawned a Facebook page and a petition drive to save it. Wonder if we’ll probably see 300Cs with a red Fiat badge soon?
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Hi everyone.
Well, here we are – almost a quarter of the
way through 2015 and with All Chrysler Day
looming large on the horizon. I’ll discuss
that later but Àrst, I’d like to offer my family’s
condolences to all those who suffered because
of those devastating bushÀres in January. And
to express my admiration for the CFS and SES
volunteers who put themselves in danger to
help those at risk. Mere words can’t begin to
express their bravery and dedication. That
aside, we had a pretty bad summer with record
high temperatures, Áooding rains and almost
tropical humidity, which meant cruising was
pretty limited for a lot of us; despite the lowest
petrol prices for years. But there were many
days when we could all enjoy our Chryslers. I
know I have and it’s been good.
Now, as you are aware, there are some
new faces on the committee and with that,
some new ideas which are leading us to new
directions. One that I’ve been involved with is
the preservation and acknowledgement of the
Chrysler brand in Australia, and Adelaide in
particular. This came about as a result of being
contacted by the organisers of the 2014 Glendi
Greek Festival. Their committee had polled the
Greek community at large for ideas and the
majority wanted to see something that reminded
them of their Àrst Australian work experiences;
particularly at the Chrysler plants. It was a pity
they left it so late, otherwise we could have put
on a top display for them. That aside, it proves
how relevant the vehicle manufacturing industry
is to the history of our state and how we need to
have a permanent reminder; particularly since
it will disappear in a couple of years. Worse;
Fiat, Chrysler’s new masters, have decreed
that the Pentastar logo, along with all worldwide

branding – apart from Dodge and Jeep – will
be dropped. In a sense, this will leave us with
a major sponsor that, technically, is no longer a
Chrysler dealership!
To cut a long story short, we have formed a
sub-committee with members of the Chrysler
Restorers club. To lobby for the preservation of
the Chrysler Australia signage that’s still on the
western facade of the old Lonsdale engine plant
and to place a memorial cairn at the Tonsley
Park facility. I’ve spoken to Divia Balidogra,
Onkaparinga Council’s heritage ofÀcer and
had a couple of meetings with Chris Picton MP,
the Member for Kaurna (No. I can’t say it either)
who’s electorate includes Lonsdale. He has,
in turn, contacted Susan Close, the Minister
for Automotive Transformation and both have
indicated their support. At time of writing, they are
waiting for some speciÀc ideas from us so they can
help make it happen. Hopefully, we can Ànalise
everything in a short period of time and be able to
make an announcement at All Chrysler Day.
Speaking of the day itself, most of you are now
familiar with the few changes the sub committee
have to this year’s ACD – particularly with
regard to judging. The categories have been
reÀned with the judging duties being handed to
our sponsors.
I know some people may object to this but we
did have a lot of categories in the past and there
weren’t too many among us who were prepared
to sacriÀce the whole day; running around,
hunting down vehicles, scrutinising them, then
spending some considerable time collating
results. With this new system there shouldn’t
be a need to put vehicles in a separate area
and as a bonus, the sponsors can become
active participants in the day.

All in all, it should make for a more relaxing,
enjoyable event for everyone so lets’ approach
this with an open mind and see what happens.
This new committee has also made a decision
to promote a more family friendly atmosphere,
as shown by our Àrst ever children’s Christmas
picnic. This doesn’t mean we are de emphasising
other events such as dyno and track testing
days but it makes sense to promote our club to
a wider community demographic. Consider this;
most of the committee and the majority of our
members are in the forty plus age group (or in
my case, forty +++++) so, in order to continue
growing, we need to work out ways that will
ensure that our club will continue to be viable In
particular, we need to make our club attractive
to younger people as they are the future. I’d
welcome any suggestions about this. Anyway,
that’s it from me for now.
So, until next time, happy Moparing.
Hugh

The CCCSA exhibit at the recent Glendi festival was very popular and it was a stupendous day.
Many of our members are Greek Australians, proud of their heritage. Might have to make it a
regular event.
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The Chrysler Hemi engine, known by the trademark Hemi, is a series of V6 and V8
engines built by Chrysler with a hemispherical combustion chamber. Three different
generations of Hemi engines have been built by Chrysler: the Àrst (known as the
Chrysler FirePower engine) from 1951 to 1958, the second from 1964 to 1971, and
the third beginning in 2003. Although Chrysler is most identiÀed with the use of Hemi as
marketing term, many other auto makers have incorporated similar designs.
During the 1970s and 1980s, Chrysler also used the Hemi name for their
Aussie-made Hemi 6 engine and applied it to the 4-cylinder Mitsubishi 2.6L motor
installed in various North American market vehicles.
A hemispherical head (hemi-head) gives an efÀcient combustion chamber with
minimal heat loss to the head, and allows for two large valves. However, a hemihead allows no more than two valves per cylinder, and these large valves are
necessarily heavier than in a multi-valve engine. The intake and exhaust valves lie on
opposite sides of the chamber and necessitate a cross-Áow head design. Since the
combustion chamber is virtually a hemisphere, a Áat-topped piston would yield too low
a compression ratio unless a very long stroke is used, so to attain desired compression
ration the piston crown is domed to protrude into the head at top dead centre, resulting
in a combustion chamber in the shape of the thick peel of half an orange.
The hemi-head design places the spark plug at the centre of the chamber to promote
a strong Áame front. However, if (as is typical) the hemi-head hemisphere is of equal
diameter to the piston, there is minimal squish for proper turbulence to mix fuel and air
thoroughly. Thus, hemi-heads, because of their lack of squish, are more sensitive to
fuel octane rating; a given compression ratio will require a higher octane rating to
avoid detonation in a hemi engine than in a conventional engine.
The hemi head usually has intake and exhaust valve stems that point in different directions,
requiring a large, wide cylinder head and complex rocker arm geometry in both cam-in-block and
overhead cam engines. This adds to the overall width of the engine, limiting the vehicles in which
it can be installed.

SigniÀcant challenges in the commercialisation of engines utilising hemispherical chambers
revolved around the design of the valve actuation, and how to make it effective, efÀcient,
and reliable at an acceptable cost. This complexity was referenced early in Chrysler’s
development of their 1950s hemi engine: the head was referred to in company advertising as
the Double Rocker head.
Chrysler developed their Àrst experimental hemi engine for the Republic P-47 Thunderbolt
Àghter aircraft. The XIV-2220 engine was an inverted V16 rated at 2,500 hp (1,860 kW). The
P-47 was already in production with a Pratt & Whitney radial engine when the ;IV-2220 Áew
successfully in trials in 1945 as a possible upgrade, but the war was winding down and it did
not go into production. However, the exercise gave Chrysler engineers valuable research and
development experience with two-valve hemi combustion chamber dynamics and parameters.
In addition to the aircraft engine, Chrysler and Continental worked together to develop the
air-cooled AV-1790-5B V12 Hemi engine used in the M47 Patton tank.
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Chrysler applied their military experience with the hemispherical combustion chamber to
their Àrst overhead-valve V8 engine, released under the name FirePower – not Hemi, in
1950 for the 1951 model year. The Àrst version of the FirePower engine had a displacement
of 331 cu in (5.4 L) and produced 180 bhp (134.2 kW). Eventually, each of the Chrysler
divisions had its own versions of the FirePower engine, with different displacements and
designations, and having almost no parts in common. Chrysler and Imperial called their
versions the FirePower. DeSoto called theirs the FireDome. Dodge had a smaller version,
known as the Red Ram. Only Plymouth didn’t have a version, instead retaining the
Poly engines: there was no Plymouth hemi engine until the 1964 426.
Collectively, the 1951– ‘58 Hemi engines are now commonly referred to as Àrst-generation
Hemi engines, and the group can be identiÀed by the rear-mounted distributor and the spark
plugs in a row down the centre of wide valve covers.
Briggs Cunningham used the Chrysler version in some of his race cars for international
motor sports. A Chrysler-powered Cunningham C5-R won its class in 1953. Cunningham
switched away from these designs in 1959 when Chrysler abandoned the hemispherical
concept in favour of the just-as-famous-now wedge-head B engine Wedge.
All Chrysler FirePower engines are oversquare; the bore is larger than the stroke.
&KU\VOHUDQG,PSHU,DO

331
This Àrst FirePower engine, used from 1951 to 1955,
has a bore of 3.8125 in and a stroke of 3.625 in for a
piston displacement of 331 cu in (5.4 L). Most used
a two-barrel carburetor and produced 180 bhp (134
kW), with the famous exception of the 1955 Chrysler
C-300 equipped with dual Carter WCFB four-barrel
carburetors.

354

392

The 354, released in 1956, had a bore of 3.9375 in
and stroke of 3.625 in. The 300B engine was rated
at 340 bhp (254 kW), while the New Yorker and
Imperial 354 engine conÀguration produced 280
bhp (209 kW). For the 300B an optional 355 hp (265
kW; 360 PS) version was available, making it the
Àrst American V8 to be rated at one horsepower per
cubic inch. Note that before 1972, horsepower was
gross. After 1972, horsepower is net. The 354 was
also modiÀed. The hemi was optimised for heavyduty truck service. These were available with one
or two four-barrel carburetors, and were offered in
Dodge’s heaviest duty models as the Power Giant
V8 from 1957 through 1959; they were the largest
of four hemi truck engines offered by Dodge in the
1950s. The 354 was also offered in certain models
with polyspheric heads rather than hemi heads.
The combustion chambers on these had similarities
to both hemi and wedge heads, but were closer in
weight to wedge heads. Thus, both 354 poly and 354
hemi V8s were variously available in 1957.

The 392 raised-deck engine released in 1957 had
a 4.00 in (101.6 mm) bore and 3.906 in stroke. The
deck height, at 10.87 in (276.1 mm), was 0.5 in (13
mm) taller than that of the previous blocks. Because
its deck was taller, the heads were cast wider so that
earlier manifolds could be used with the new heads
on the new taller block. For 1958, Chrysler offered
the 392 in two conÀgurations: 325 bhp (242 kW) with
9.25:1 compression and 345 bhp (257 kW) with 10:1
compression, both with a single four-barrel carburetor.
A dual four-barrel version of the 392 available in the
1957-58 Chrysler 300C and 300D cars was rated at
375 bhp (280 kW). An extremely rare option available
on the 1958 300D was Bendix “Electrojector” fuel
injection, with which the 392 was rated at 390 bhp
(291 kW). Due to reliability problems with the primitive
onboard computer which controlled the injection
system, however, 15 of the 16 300D cars built with
the fuel injection option were recalled and retroÀtted
with carburetors.

The 354 engine was used in the following applications:

The 392 engine was used in the following applications:
• 1957–1958 Chrysler New Yorker
• 1957–1958 Imperial

• 1956 Chrysler New Yorker

• 1957 Chrysler 300C

• 1956 Chrysler 300B

The 331 engine was used in the following models:

• 1958 Chrysler 300D

• 1956 Imperial Custom & Crown

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 1957 Dodge D-501

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, drag racers found
the 392 to be a formidable engine and continued to
run them competitively into the 1970s.

1951–1955 Chrysler New Yorker
1951–1954 Chrysler Imperial and 1955 Imperial
1951 Chrysler Saratoga (optional)
1952 Chrysler Saratoga Club Coupe (optional)
1952 Chrysler Imperial Parade Phaeton
1955 Chrysler C-300
The Chrysler air raid siren. At 138 decibels
(30,000 watts), it is the loudest siren ever made.

• 1957–1959 Dodge C Series Pickup

Built during the Cold War era from 1952 to 1957 to warn the
public in the event of a nuclear attack by the Soviets, the
Chrysler Air Raid Siren Àred six horns which were each 3 feet
(0.9 m) long . It could be heard 20 to 25 miles (32 to 40 km)
away. The unit was 12 feet (3.7 m) long, and weighed 3 tons.
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DeSoto’s Hemi engines were called FireDome.
276
In 1952, DeSoto introduced its version of the FirePower with a bore of 3.625 in (92.1 mm)
and stroke of 3.344 in (84.9 mm), for a displacement of 276.1 cu in (4.5 L). Power output
was 160 bhp (119 kW). It was a hot seller, with 50,000 vehicles using the engine until it was
replaced in 1954.
291
An increase in displacement to 290.8 cu in (4.8 L) was made for 1955 by increasing the
bore to 3.72 in (94.5 mm).
330
The DeSoto engine was enlarged for 1956 to 329.9 cu in (5.4 L). Bore was the same as the
291 at 3.72 in (94.5 mm), but stroke was increased to 3.80 in (96.5 mm) and a taller (raised-deck)
block was used.
341

Good vibrations. New DeSoto FireDome engine at the 1952 Los Angeles
International Automobile Show.

Displacement was increased again for 1956 (DeSoto Adventurer only) and 1957 (Firedome
and Fireﬂite models) to 341.1 cu in (5.6 L). Bore was now 3.78 in (96.0 mm) with stroke
remaining at 3.80 in (96.5 mm).The Adventurer produced 343 bhp (256 kW) using dual
Carter WCFB four-barrel carburetors—more than one horsepower per cubic inch. The 1956
Adventurer was the premiere named high-performance version—DeSoto’s equivalent of
the Chrysler 300—using dual Carter four-barrels. The Adventurer engine for 1956 used a
displacement of 341 CID (3.78” bore by 3.80” stroke) and had a compression ratio of 9.5:1,
using a special hydraulic camshaft proÀle.

345
The largest DeSoto engine for 1957 was the DeSoto Adventurer offering 344.6 cu in (5.6 L) with square bore and stroke dimensions of 3.80 inches. The DeSoto Adventurer
used dual Carter four-barrel carbys for a rating of 345 bhp (257 kW), again producing one horsepower per cubic inch utilizing a similar intake manifold to the 1956 341
Adventurer and a similar camshaft. Compression ratio remained at 9.5:1.

7+(5('5$0
Dodge’s Hemi was introduced in 1953 as the Red Ram. Dodge did not have a V8 engine until one was
developed speciÀcally for the line in 1953 based on the 1951 Chrysler hemi design, but downsized for these
smaller cars. They have the smallest bore centre distance of any hemi engine at 4.1875 in (106.4 mm).
They do not share any major dimensions or components with the larger Chrysler and DeSoto hemi engines,
or the Plymouth A engines.
From 1955 to 1958 lower performance versions of the Dodge hemi were introduced by substituting less
complex poly (single rocker shaft) heads and valve train parts, including one variant only built as a Poly (259).
These were used in the cheaper 1955–’58 DeSotos and Dodges, and 1955–’56 top range Plymouths.

'2'*(
241.6

325

Dodge introduced the 241.6 cu in (4.0 L) engine in 1953. Bore was 3.4375 in (87.3
mm) and stroke was 3.25 in (82.6 mm). With a low compression ratio of 7.1:1, the
241.6 produced 140 bhp (104 kW). This engine is not the same as the Plymouth
241, which had polyspherical, not hemispherical heads.

Dodge released a 325 cu in (5.3 L) engine for 1957. The engine used a 3.6875 in
(93.7 mm) bore and 3.80 in (96.5 mm) stroke. The base engine offering was now a
polyspheric chambered head referenced as KDS and a higher performance 325 was
offered with hemi heads as the KD-500. Again there was a low volume offering of a
KD-500-1 with dual four barrel carburetors. All engines now, however, had hydraulic
camshafts even though the hemi headed offerings sported ‘dimples’ in the valve
covers for mechanical adjuster clearance.

270
The D553 1955/1956 Dodge Super Red Ram Hemi 270 displaced 270 cu in (4.4
L) and was used in the 1955 and 1956 Dodge high-line (premium) vehicles. Bore
was 3.625 in (92.1 mm) and stroke was 3.25 in (82.6 mm). It was not the same as
the 270 poly-head. In the Dodge Coronet, running 7.6:1 compression ratio, the 270
produced 183 bhp (136 kW). In higher trims like the Dodge Meadowbrook, it ran a
7.6:1 compression ratio and with a four barrrel carby produced 193 bhp (144 kW).
315
For 1956, Dodge increased the displacement to 315 cu in (5.2 L) with a longer 3.80 in
(96.5 mm) stroke and a taller raised-deck block and now with a polyspherical heads
– no longer a Hemi. But the optional high-performance D-500 version of this engine
had a four-barrel carburetor and a larger valved Dodge hemisherical combustion
chambered head. Also, a “race only” package called the D-500-1 or DASH 1 was
available with a special aluminium dual four barrel intake that sported a pair of Carter
WCFB caburetors similar to the ones on the Chrysler 300B and DeSoto Adventurer.
This engine utilised the same cylinders heads as the base D-500 model.
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Dodge’s 1957 Poly would replace its Hemi.
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The hemispherical head design was revived in 1964. These were the Àrst
engines ofÀcially designated Hemi, a name Chrysler trademarked. Chrysler
Hemi engines of this second generation – or 2G – displaced 426 cu in (7.0 L).
Just 11,000 Hemi engines were ultimately produced for consumer sale due to
their relatively high cost and the sheer size of the engine bay required to Àt it in.
The 426 Hemi was nicknamed the “elephant engine” at the time, a reference to its high
power, heavy weight and large physical dimensions. Its 10.72 in (272.3 mm) deck height
and 4.80 in (121.9 mm) bore spacing made it the biggest engine in racing at the time.
The 426 Hemi of the 1960s was an engine produced for use in NASCAR, used in a racing
version of a Plymouth Belvedere in 1964. It was not initially available to the general
buying public. The 426 Hemi was not allowed to compete in NASCAR’s 1965 season
due to its unavailability in production vehicles sold to the general public and because of
complaints by Ford regarding its power. However several special production cars were
produced and sold with the 426 Hemi. These were the Dodge Dart and Plymouth Fury
later in 1965 included the Dodge Coronet and included aluminum fenders and bumpers
and for drag racing. However they where sold to the general public. Chrysler introduced
the “street” Hemi in 1966 for its intermediate range of cars and sold the required number
of Hemi engines to the public to legitimize its use for NASCAR in 1966. The street Hemi
was the same as the racing Hemi but with lower compression (10.25:1 from 12.5:1) a
smaller cam shaft, with iron headers instead of lighter steel long tube headers.
Although all manufacturers were familiar with multi-valve engines and hemispherical combustion chambers, adding more valves per cylinder, or designing the
complex valve train needed for a hemispherical chamber, were expensive ways of improving the high-RPM breathing of production vehicles. By canting the angle of
the NASCAR-mandated two valves per cylinder, signiÀcantly larger valves could be used. The Chrysler hemi had an oversquare 4.25inches bore and 3.75 in (95.3
mm) stroke as did the wedge-chambered big-block Chrysler RB.
The 426 Hemi also was used in NHRA and AHRA drag racing. Its large casting allowed the engine to be overbored and stroked to displacements unattainable in the
other engines of the day. Top-fuel racing organizers limited the bore spacing of engines until very recently, when under pressure from Ford and other manufacturers,
the bore spacing allowed was increased to 4.900”—this allows other engines such as the Ford 385 series to begin to compete. The engines based on the old Chrysler
design predominate Top Fuel and Funny Car classes due to plentiful parts, large amount of research and development, as well as decades of experience with the
problems of the engine’s design. In NHRA top fuel racing today, the engine bears little resemblance to any engine produced by Chrysler; it is usually equipped with
a large Roots type supercharger and short individual exhaust pipes, and fueled with nitromethane.

The street Hemi version was rated at 425 bhp
(316.9 kW) gross with two Carter AFB carburetors.
In actual dynomometer testing, it produced 433.5
horsepower and 472 lb·ft (640 N·m) torque in purely
stock form.
Interestingly, Chrysler’s sales literature published
both the gross 425 hp (317 kW; 431 PS) and net 350
hp (261 kW; 355 PS) ratings for 1971.
To avoid confusion with earlier (1951–’58) and current
Hemi engines, the 426-based Hemi is sometimes
called the “2G” or “Gen 2” Hemi.
426
The 426 Hemi, in “street Hemi” form, was produced
for consumer automobiles from 1965 through 1971.
There were many differences between the Hemi and
the Wedge big-block, including cross-bolted main
bearing caps and a different head bolt pattern. There
were also many differences between the racing
Hemi and the street Hemi, including but not limited
to compression ratio, camshaft, intake manifold,
exhaust manifold.

The street version of the 2G Hemi engine was
used (optionally, in all but the last case) in the following
vehicles:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1966–1970 Dodge Coronet / Plymouth Belvedere
1966–1971 Plymouth Satellite
1966–1971 Dodge Charger
1967–1971 Plymouth GTX
1968 Dodge Dart SS (SuperStock)
1968 Plymouth Barracuda SS
1968–1971 Dodge Super Bee
1968–1971 Plymouth Road Runner
1969 Dodge Charger Daytona
1970 Plymouth Road Runner Superbird
1970–1971 Plymouth Barracuda
1970–1971 Dodge Challenger
1970 Monteverdi Hai 450

Fifty years ago, two legends were born in Daytona Beach, Florida. One was a relatively unknown driver who would
go on to become the “King” of NASCAR. The second was a virtually indestructible “Elephant” of a motor that would
redeÀne performance engines and create the architecture used by Top Fuel drag racers to this very day.
Some of you know these two by their numbers (43 and 426), or their colors (Petty Blue and Hemi Orange). All of you
know their names, Petty and Hemi. Both the man and the engine are intrinsically tied together in the winner’s circle of the
Daytona 500, in a car powered by a new Chrysler 426 Hemi engine that was nothing more than an idea two years before.

Some 1960s NASCAR and NHRA Hemi engines
featured magnesium cross-ram intake manifolds
and magnesium oil pans in an attempt to reduce
the massive weight of the overall engine, along with
chain-driven internal dry-sump oil systems. Today,
aftermarket blocks, heads, intakes, rods and pistons
are usually made of aluminium.
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3D model of a classic, vintage early Hemi V8,
this one set up with a GMC blower
and Hilborn fuel injection.

1964 Hemi circuit racing motor

Figure of a big block Hemi with supercharger
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The current-production “HEMI” engine heads are Áatter and more complex
than the 1950s–’70s Hemi V8 chamber. The chambers are no longer truly
hemispherical. It uses a coil-on-plug distributorless ignition system and two
spark plugs per cylinder to shorten Áame travel leading to more consistent
combustion and reduced emissions. Like most of Chrysler’s past-model
Hemi-head engines, the 5.7 version is rated at approximately one
horsepower per cubic inch (the current engines are SAE net, whereas the
old Hemi engines were rated SAE gross). For the 2009 model year power
has been bumped up to 357-395 horsepower (266-291 kW) and 389-410
lb·ft (527-556 N·m) depending on application. It also achieves 4% better
fuel economy. Variable valve timing (VVT) was also introduced.
A new variable displacement technology called Multi-Displacement System
(MDS) is used in some versions which can shut off two cylinders on each
bank under light load to improve fuel economy.

The 5.7L Hemi was released for model year 2003 on the Dodge Ram
1500, 2500, and 3500 pickup trucks to replace the Magnum 5.9 engine.
It also replaced the 8.0 L V-10 engine in the heavy duty Ram. As of 2004
it was the only available petrol motor in the Ram Heavy Duty. Chrysler
later made the 5.7L Hemi available in all models of the 2004 Dodge Ram,
Dodge Durango, the 2005 Chrysler 300C, Dodge Magnum R/T, Jeep
Grand Cherokee, the 2006 Dodge Charger R/T, and the 2009 Dodge
Challenger R/T. For the Challenger, the 6-speed version does not feature
MDS. The 2014 5.7 Liter Hemi does have the MDS with 395HP.
The 5.7L (345 cu in) Hemi in the Ram delivered 345 hp (257.3 kW) and
398 lb·ft (540 N·m), but 340 hp (253.5 kW) and 390 lb·ft (529 N·m) for the
300C and Magnum R/T, which is exactly 100 hp (74.6 kW) more than the
old 5.9 engine. It is a 90-degree V8, 2-valve pushrod design like the past
MB engines, displacing 5,654 cc (345 cu in), with a bore of 3.917 in and
a stroke of 3.578 in.
The 5.7L Hemi is made at Chrysler’s Saltillo engine plant in Ramos Arizpe,
Mexico.
The Hemi was on the Ward’s 10 Best Engines list for 2003 through 2007,
and again in 2009.
This engine is used in the following vehicles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2003–present Dodge Ram
2004–2009, 2011–present Dodge Durango
2005–present Chrysler 300C
2005–2008 Dodge Magnum R/T
2005–present Dodge Charger R/T
2005–present Jeep Grand Cherokee
2006–2010 Jeep Commander
2007–2009 Chrysler Aspen
2009–present Dodge Challenger, Dodge Durango R/T

2009 Revisions
Chrysler has made various revisions to the 5.7L for the 2009 model year.
The Àrst for all applications is what Chrysler calls Variable Camshaft
Timing or VCT. VCT (which is essentially variable valve timing) uses an oil
control valve which controls oil Áow to a unique camshaft sprocket which
contains a phasing device, which depending on the operation of the oil
control valve either advances or retards camshaft timing.
Cylinder heads have been revised to increase Áow. Though the intake
manifold has also been changed on all applications, it is however model
speciÀc. Dodge Ram, non-Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) Chrysler Aspens,

and non-HEV Dodge Durango utilize an active
intake manifold with a short runner valve to optimize
torque and horsepower. At lower engine rpm the
valve is closed, resulting in improved low-end
torque from the longer runners. At higher engine
rpm the valve is opened, diverting the incoming air
into the centre of the manifold.
The shorter runners results in improved
horsepower. Passenger cars, Jeep vehicles, as
well as HEV Chrysler Aspen and HEV Dodge
Durango do not use this manifold, these vehicles
utilize a passive intake manifold, which does not
have a short runner valve.
Six-speed manual transmission and all Heavy Duty
truck applications will differ by not having the MultiDisplacement System (MDS). The new version of
the 5.7L has Àve different camshaft proÀles. All will
have VCT.
• Active intake with MDS
• Active intake without MDS
• Passive intake with MDS
• Passive intake without MDS
• HEV Application (modiÀed version of passive
3intake with MDS)

2011+ Power Numbers
• 300C: 363 hp (271 kW), 394 lb·ft (534 N·m)
• Charger R/T: 370 hp (276 kW), 395 lb·ft (536 N·m)
• Challenger R/T 5 Speed Automatic: 372 hp (277
kW), 400 lb·ft (542 N·m)
• Challenger R/T 6 Speed Manual: 375 hp (280
kW), 410 lb·ft (556 N·m)
• Ram 1500 Truck: 390 hp (291 kW), 407 lb·ft (552N·m)
• 2013+ Ram 1500 Truck: 395 hp (295 kW),
407 lb·ft (552 N·m)
• Jeep Grand Cherokee and Jeep Commander:
360 hp (268 kW), 390 lb·ft (529 N·m)
• Dodge Durango: 360 hp (268 kW), 390 lb·ft (529 N·m)

6.1

6.4 / 392

The Hemi is also available in a 6,059 cc (6.059
L; 369.7 cu in) version.[13] The engine’s bore is
4.06inches, and many other changes were made
to allow it to produce 425 hp (317 kW; 431 PS) at
6200 rpm and 420 pound force-feet (569 N·m) of
torque at 4800 rpm. The engine block is different
from the 5.7, with revised coolant channels and oil
jets to cool the pistons. A forged crankshaft, lighter
pistons, and strengthened connecting rods add
durability. A cast aluminum intake manifold is tuned
for high-RPM power and does not include variablelength technology. Chrysler’s Multi-Displacement
System is not used on the 6.1.

Chrysler displayed a larger 392-cubic-inch (6.4 L)
Hemi in 2005 with output 525 hp (391 kW; 532 PS)
and 510 lb·ft (691 N·m) torque. It is based on an
iron 6.1L engine block with aluminium alloy pistons.
This engine has been available since 2007, as a
crate under the name 392 Hemi.

Applications:
• 2005–2010 Chrysler 300C SRT–8
• 2005–2008 Dodge Magnum SRT-8
• 2006–2010 Dodge Charger SRT-8
• 2006–2010 Jeep Grand Cherokee SRT-8
• 2008–2010 Dodge Challenger SRT-8

6.2 Hellcat
For 2015, Chrysler introduced an all-new high
performance supercharged variant of the Hemi
engine, called the “Hellcat” (named after the
Grumman F6F Hellcat airplane). It features the
same 103.9 mm (4.090 in) bore as the 6.4L Hemi
and the same 90.9 mm (3.578 in) stroke as the 5.7
L, giving it a total displacement of 6,166 cc (376.3
cu in). The supercharger is a 2,380 cc (145 cu in)
twin-scew IHI unit with integrated charge coolers,
capable of producing 11.6 psi (80 kPa) of boost.
This engine is rated at 707 hp (527 kW) and 650
lb·ft (880 N·m) and has a 9.5:1 compression ratio.
This engine marks the most powerful engine
rful
produced by Chrysler as well as the most powerful
ed
engine in a muscle car. This engine is not equipped
m.
with Chrysler’s Multi-Displacement System system.

The production version of the 392 Hemi was
launched in the 2011 Dodge Challenger SRT8
with variable camshaft timing as well as MDS in
cars with automatic transmissions. The new 392
Hemi, codenamed “Apache,” is based on the
third-generation 5.7L Hemi, codenamed “Eagle,”
and shares few parts with the 392 crate engine.
In late 2009 Chrysler has said the new engine
will be available in the next generation SRT8
Dodge Charger, Chrysler 300C, and Jeep Grand
Cherokee. Special-edition Challengers equipped
with this engine, and the engines themselves,
will bear “392 HEMI” badging in commemorative
reference to the Àrst-generation Hemi engine of the
same piston displacement.
In other applications, the engine is badged as
“6.4L HEMI”.It is much more similar to the revised
5.7L V8 Hemi that was released in 2009 and is a
completely different block and build than the 392
crate engine. Output is 470 hp (350 kW) and 470
lb·ft (637 N·m).Availability of the 6.4 is to expand to
the Chrysler 300SRT8, Dodge Charger SRT8,[23]
the Ram 2500 and 3500 trucks, and the Jeep
Grand Cherokee SRT8.
Mopar 426 HEMI (2012-)
At the 2012 North American International
Auto Show in Detroit, Dodge debuted a Mopar
customised Dodge Charger “Redline” that featured
a modern 426-cubic-inch (7.0L) Hemi V8 donk
rated at 590 hp (440 kW; 598 PS).

Applications:
• 2015-present Dodge Challenger
• 2015-present
p
Dodge
g Charger
g

Exploded views (3/4 from rear and side-on) of the 2015 Hellcat
Hemi, Mopar’s latest and most advanced factory SRT engine.
Might set you back a few bob, though!
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A 3d model of a supercharged
Hemi 540 crate motor, with transmission
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Engineering and design features
The Hemi-6 is a pushrod O.H.V. (overhead valve)
engine, with combustion chambers comprising about
35% of the top of the globe. This creates what is
known as a low hemispherical shaped chamber.
Although the Hemi-6 does not contain truly
hemispherical combustion chambers, the “Hemi”
moniker was used primarily for marketing based on
the reputation of Chrysler’s 1950s-1970s Hemi V8.
The Hemi-6 valves are 18 degrees (included
angle) along the crankshaft axis opposed valves,
with intake valves as large as 1.96”. The 6 intake
and 6 exhaust valves open toward each other,
and into the centre of the combustion chamber. In
addition, both valves are slightly inclined across the
crankshaft axis (similar to a conventional “wedge”
chamber). The cylinder head is a non-crossÁow
design, meaning the 6 intake and 6 exhaust
ports are on the same (left, Australian and British
passenger’s side) of the engine.
The Australian D Hemi as a 215

The Chrysler Hemi-6 engine is a family of inline
six-cylinder petrol engines produced by Chrysler
Australia in three piston displacements and
multiple conÀgurations. Hemi-6 engines were
installed in Australian-market Chrysler Valiants
from 1970 through 1981.

Development and Release
Chrysler Corporation in the US had been working
since 1966 on an inline 6-cylinder engine, called
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the D-engine, to replace the Slant 6 (G-engine)
in Dodge trucks, but abandoned the effort.
Chrysler Australia wanted a new six-cylinder
engine for use in the Australian Chrysler Valiant,
and so Chrysler USA sent a prototype engine
to Chrysler Australia’s engineers to continue
developing the D-engine.
The Àrst 245 cu in (4.0L) variant was released for
the 1970 model year in the VG model of Valiant
promoted by Sterling Moss in 1969.

Unlike the V8, the Hemi-6’s rocker arms are
mounted on individual studs (similar to the
Chevrolet “big block” V8), rather than on 2
separate rocker shafts as in all 1951-’58 Hemis
for Dodge, DeSoto, Imperial, the Firepower and
1964-’71 426 V8s.
All Hemi-6s share a robust crankshaft supported
by seven main bearings, and this family of
engines quickly developed a reputation for
excellent performance, economy, and durability.
The Australian Hemi engines were designed
at Lonsdale by the Àve man team of the late
Maurice Harcus.

Above: The original Hemi 245 prototype, on display at the National
Motor Museum at Birdwood.
Left: The famous promo shot by photographer Max Farrell, of the
265 lighting up from the Sixpack carburetor pamphlet. The 265 had
hemispherical combustion chambers with large intake and exhaust valves
(removed) and big square ports.

245

265

The 4 litre 245 was the Àrst version of the Hemi-6
engine. It was Àrst used in the 1970 VG model Valiant,
and was available clear through to the Ànal CM
model of 1981.
SpeciÀcations (for 1bbl carbureted variant):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bore Size: 3.76 in (95.5 mm)
Stroke: 3.68 in (93.5 mm)
Compression ratio: 9.5:1
Power: 165 hp (123 kW) @ 4600 rpm
Torque: 235 lb·ft (318 Nm) @ 1800 rpm
Intake valve head diameter: 1.845 in (46.9 mm)
Exhaust: 1.500 in (38.1 mm)

245LC (Low Compression)
released in 1977
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bore Size: 3.76 (95.5 mm)
Stroke: 3.68 (93.5 mm)
Compression ratio: 7.6:1
Power: 130 hp (97 kW) estimate
Torque: 180 lb·ft (240 N·m) estimate
Intake valve head diameter 1.845 inch (46.9 mm)
Exhaust valve head diameter 1.500 inch (38.1 mm)

215

The 4.3 litre 265 was introduced in 1971 in the VH. It
used a new cylinder block with a bigger bore diameter
of 3.91 in (99.3 mm)—the same as many of the
Chrysler small-block V8s—and a new cylinder head,
having slightly more hemispherical shaped combustion
chambers with larger valves. The standard version of
the 265 produced 203 hp (151 kW) @ 4600 rpm and
262 lb·ft (355 N·m) of torque @ 2800 rpm.
The top of the line performance engine in the E49
Chargers produced 302 hp (225 kW) @ 5600 rpm
and 320 lb·ft (434 N·m) of torque @ 4400 rpm. The
increased power is due mainly to a more aggressive
camshaft, high-load valve springs, triple 45 mm DCOE
Weber sidedraught carburetors, tuned-length exhaust
headers and a higher compression ratio of 10.0:1.
SpeciÀcations (for 2bbl carbureted variant):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This economy version of the Hemi 6 was released as
a running change in early 1971 as the base model
engine in the VH Valiant. This 3.5 litre engine shares
the same stroke length as the other engines but has
a smaller bore size of 3.52 inches (89 mm) and lower
compression ratio of 8.0:1. It ran on regular petrol
and produced 140 hp (104 kW) at 4400 rpm and 200
lb·ft (270 N·m) of torque at a low 1800 rpm.
SpeciÀcations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bore Size: 3.52 in (89.4 mm)
Stroke: 3.68 in (93.5 mm)
Compression ratio: 8.0:1
Power: 140 hp (104 kW) @ [4400] rpm
Torque: 200 lb·ft (270 Nm) @ [1800] rpm
Intake valve head diameter: 1.835 in (46.6 mm
Exhaust valve head diameter: 1.500 in (38.1 mm)

Bore Size: 3.91 in (99.3 mm)
Stroke: 3.68 in (93.5 mm)
Compression ratio: 9.5:1
Power: 203 hp (151 kW) @ 4600 rpm
Torque: 262 lb·ft (355 Nm) @ 2800 rpm
Intake valve head diameter: 1.96 in (49.8 mm)
Exhaust: 1.60 in (40.6 mm)

One of the highlights of the 2011 All Chrysler Day was the experimental
motor that never was to be, the Hemi Four, brought along by former CAL
engineer Roger Carroll. An unofÀcial prototype built in 1976 by Roger
himself and Mike Frank – along with other enthusiastic employees –
in the Engine Development workshop of the Lonsdale engine plant.
Unbeknown to CAL, it was the only Hemi four cylinder motor ever built.
Built entirely “in secret” (and all in the employees’ own time), the project
was an exercise to demonstrate that an all-Australian four could easily
be produced using the existing eight cylinder manufacturing facility, but
also just to prove it could be done! It was originally based on the 215
cu.in. bore of 3.52” (89.4mm) which gave it capacity of 143.3cmin (2.35
litre) but it scuffed a bore during some initial shakedown on the dyno, so
it was re-bored out to the ‘’245” size it is today (ie: a 3.76” bore). Even
without any Àne tuning, its power-to-weight ratio was easily better than
the Chrysler France four cylinder 2.0 litre engines being Àtted into the
Centura of the day.
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• Automotive Repairs
• Servicing
• All Makes & Models
• Classic to Late Model Vehicles
• Performance Vehicles

22 Donegal Road
Lonsdale SA 5160
Phone Andy
(08) 8326 1711
0408 821 608
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wizard of south oz
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Editor’s note:
Andy is incredibly shy and humble, so getting a frickin’ member proﬁle out of
him was quite a challenge, but... he’s a good bloke and a top mechanic. He also
happens to know more about Mopars than most – he’s probably forgotten more
than what most of us will ever hope to learn. Andy has been a member for a long
time now, and he’s won quite a few trophies over the years for his VJ hardtop
and Duster, while his shop G-Tek, has generously sponsored the club since 2010.
Thanks, mate – and thanks to his ‘secretary’ Sarah! This was handwritten!
Hello, my name is Andrew Miller.
My Àrst vehicle was a Mitsubishi Express van which I still own. Bought it when
I was 16, in 1983 (you do the maths). My interest in vehicles grew with me. The
father of my best mate at the time was into drag racing and this started my own
fascination with cars.
I started drag racing in 1988 with a Toyota Corolla KE20. Unfortunately I broke
this vehicle 25 meetings later. The body was bent beyond repair.

My Àrst paying job was with Mitsubishi in 1988. Over the years I formed many
great friendships, which I still have today.
Many of my friends had Chargers and Valiants as their everyday drives which
eventually led me to my Àrst purchase of a VJ hardtop – a car I have extensively
modiÀed over the years. I also have a VH Charger, a 1972 Duster and a
Mitsubishi Scorpion. I also am the proud owner of a 1968 South African Valiant,
while my current project is a VJ ute which I am restoring slowly.
I now have a mechanical repair business called G-Tek Automotive Repairs
(psst, the advert is over to the left – Ed) located down at Lonsdale, catering for
classic to modern vehicles.
I really enjoy working on engine bays in particular, restoring them back to their
former glory.
I have a great deal of patience, with an eye for detail – and I see each person’s
vehicle as like a signature.
– Andy
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November 25, 2014:
“Fifty years ago dad drove this car out of Richards Chrysler Prospect, brand new. Happy birthday, Val.”
– Danny Caiazza
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1. A photo from the Sunday shooting of the new video for the very cool Oz hip
hop duo Jackie Onassis, recently in Adelaide late 2014 – by Jim
Hadjandonis and starring a tough VG.
2. One of the boutique beers on tap at the Pour House pub in Maitland, in the
Hunter Valley of NSW. It’s not Charger Lager though.
3. Couldn’t Àt this in last issue. How’s this for a Chrysler concept design? A
rendering from the 1970s, presented by Coco Chanel. It was a trend back
then of connecting high fashion with dream car reveals.
4. We lament the death of the Valiant, but...This boring monstrosity was the Talbot
Tagora – planned to replace them along with the Centura. Mitsubishi changed
the direction however. Maybe we were lucky?
5. The famous Wal Truscott Motors in Sydney, circa 1971. Imagine (remember)
seeing that as a common sight, of so many Valiants on a daily road.
6. Although the car is identiÀed in the Àlm as a ‘58 Fury— two other Plymouth
models in that shape, the Belvedere and the Savoy, played Chrsitine. Total
production for the ‘58 Fury was only 5,303 – so they were difÀcult to Ànd – and
expensive. Most of the cars destroyed were Savoys and Belvederes dressed to
look like a Fury. Of the twenty cars used in the Àlm, only two still exist;
one vehicle was rescued from a junkyard and restored.
7. Arguably 320 General Lees were used to Àlm the Dukes of Hazzard TVseries.
Approximately 17 still exist in various states of repair. On average, no less than
one Dodge Charger was killed per show. When Àlming a jump, sand
bags or concrete ballast were placed in the boot to prevent the car
from nosing over. The front end of the car was raised to keep it from scraping
against the ramp causing it to lose speed, thereby providing a cushion for the
driver upon landing. Stunt drivers enjoyed the Áights but hating the landings.
8. So Walter P’s Chrysler Building is an Art Deco style skyscraper in New York City,
located on the east side of Manhattan. At 1,046 feet (319 m), it was the world’s
tallest building for 11 months before it was surpassed by the Empire State
Building in 1931. It is still the tallest brick building in the world, albeit with an
internal steel skeleton.
9. Knockdowns at Finsbury, back in the day.
10. If you watch closely at the end of the great Oz musclecar movie Running on
Empty you’ll spot it’s not the Challenger going up in Áames, it’s a sacriÀcial
VH Valiant.
11. The 1968 Dodge Charger III concept. Remember the Matchbox car of this?
12. An S Series ambulance. Insane customising potential.
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CCCSA’s long held tradition of having a weekend
away Christmas function was one to remember.

and still catch up with us at Nildottie – all the while
sticking to the speed limit (yeah right John!).

Twenty Àve of us met at the clubrooms on the 5th
of December for the cruise and observation run to
the Vine Inn at Nuriootpa. And what a cruise it was,
around 400km all up via Mannum and Swan Reach
for lunch at the Swan Reach Hotel!

Speaking of Nildottie, Rob and Jenny McBride’s
AP had us all worried when it left a trail and puddle of
transmission Áuid at the lookout. Turns out it was just
the sudden braking to stop and answer the question
about how many navigable miles of the Murray River
there are (1986 for those playing at home, also
the year of the 150th anniversary of the establishment
of South Oz).

Unfortunately we lost John and Naomi Chambers
before we got to the morning tea stop at the
Amberlight Café in Lobethal due to a collapsed ball
joint. They did however manage to make it all the way
back to West Lakes to swap the Charger for the 300C,

We reached the Vine Inn around 5pm to give us time
to freshen up for dinner which was a sumptuous

smorgasbord. We were kept entertained for the night
by the band Fever, who even managed to drag John
Chambers up to sing in the 12 Days of Christmas, as
well as some bloke named Cutty to bump and grind
with the singer to Love Shack (to which he Ànally
learned that the words are “Hot Tin Roof... Rusty”).
Sunday morning saw us up relatively bright eyed for a
BBQ breakfast before we made our ways home. Big
thanks to John and Julie Leech for organising the
accommodation and dinner and to Damian for the
observation run. A great weekend was had by all!
– Iain
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‘tis the season to be mopar
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Another Àrst for our club; our Family Xmas Picnic at Belair National Park’s Walnut
Oval. We were in uncharted waters but thanks to our new event co-ordinators,
– especially Chris Taylor who sourced the venue – we succeeded beyond our
expectations.The young ones had so much to do while lunch was being prepared on
the barbeque, with the adventure playground, exploring the local fauna, playing David
Attenborough with the wildlife and Àlling themselves with snack foods, lollies and
Àzzy drinks.Then Santa arrived on his custom built Chrysler ute sleigh, ably piloted

by Matthew Leach, to much excitement amongst the children. He was set up out of
the sun in one of the pavilions and, assisted by the lovely Makayla, presented every
child with their special gift and Xmas stocking.Lots of small, happy faces were proof
that the day went well and ensured we will be continuing this event for years to come.
Santa did ask me to especially thank all those who pitched in to help with the setting
up, the barbeque and the cruise and to wish us all the very best for the festive season.
– Hugh
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24A Hindmarsh Avenue, Welland 5007

www.upullit.com.au
Elizabeth
Womma Rd
8255 7700

Lonsdale
Christie Rd
8382 1122
1970
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Gillman
Bedford St
8447 1200

bear rock rodders
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Plumbing Services

Specializing in major installations, such as
storm-water and sewer drainage, hot & cold water
systems. For new homes, building additions or
bathroom renovations.
Backhoe and Mini-excavator hire service, with good
rates by the half or full day
Licensed gas plumbing contractor

0409 404 940

89B Tapleys Hill Road
Hendon
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buy, sell, swap
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CARS FOR SALE
VG 2-Door
White with some Rust. Carries defect for exhaust.
Possibly a Pacer but couldn’t conÀrm. $5000 ono.
– Contact Iain for details 0417 802 474
1965 Valiant Caravan
In great condition. $5,500.
– Matt 0411 282 277 or John 0412 832 324
CH Chrysler By Chrysler
$18,500 neg.
– Trevor 0438 540 747

CARS WANTED
2 cars for a wedding sometime in 2016 or 2017.
Going from Mt Barker to Glenelg.
(Friend of a friend)
– Iain 0417 802 474

PARTS FOR SALE
Chrysler CL/CM bonnet
Straight with minor rust on inside near latch.
$70 o.n.o.
– John 0419 146 294
karndakorunye@bigpond.com

Wrecking CM Regal SE – All chrome & good
Interior. Power windows, Aircon
– Steve De Wit 0418 176 473

Electronic Ignition and distributor
for CL 245 Hemi
– Don 0419 857 861

Wrecking AP-CM valiants
SMS me your parts requirements
and I’ll get back to you
– John 0419 146 294
karndakorunye@bigpond.com

MISCELLANEOUS

PARTS WANTED
GC/GD Galant bonnet
in good condition (little/no rust please).
– Iain 0417 802 474
Starter motor for CM Valiant
– Hugh 0419 857 905
LH gutter moulding for Charger
– Richard 0418 831 283
Lefthand and righthand gutter mouldings (wide)
to suit AP6 V8
– Steve Tabaka 0412 802 948
63 Dodge Headlight Surrounds
15” Steel rims (prefer Phoenix but Galaxie will
be OK)
2 x wides steel rims for VC
– Jaf 0409 098 359

All Chrysler Day T-Shirts;
“Amazing Eights” featuring a Hardtop
“Fantastic Fours” featuring a Scorpion.
Either through the club on ACD
or direct from Dave Heinrich
BEFORE ACD $30 each. AT ACD $40.
New run of Monster Hardtop T-Shirts are
being printed for existing designs VH, VJ,
CH, VG and VF. New designs coming for
CL, CM and CH sedans plus others TBA.
(Chrysler badge on sleeve).
– Dave Heinrich
ursis@internode.on.net
or (W) 8204 6857
All Chrysler Weekend ofÀcial DVD for sale
(2014, 2013 & 2012)
$12 each.
– Nick Majcen 0423 167 338
www.majcenÀlms.com

To place an ad... Email: huanddi@southernphone.com.au phone: 0412 426 360 or Àll out the Buy, Sell, and Swap book at the monthly meeting....
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Event

Date/Time

Location

Cars of Australia

Monday January 26th 10:00am

Strathalbyn Oval

Tuesday February 10th 7:30pm

Model-T Club rooms, Port Road, Croydon

For aussie built cars. Display of all makes at the Strathalbyn Oval.

CCCSA August Monthly Meeting

Monthly Meeting - come and join and chat to fellow Chrysler enthusiasts. Visitors welcome. Meetings are informal and friendly.

Chryslers by the Bay

March 8, 8am-2pm

Geelong Grammar School

Contact – Terry Barker P: 5250 3132 E: dodge@pipeline.com.au

Tuesday March 10th 7:30pm

Model-T Club rooms, Port Road, Croydon

Monthly Meeting - come and join and chat to fellow Chrysler enthusiasts. Visitors welcome. Meetings are informal and friendly.

Chryslers On The Murray

March 13, 14 & 15

Albury

Friday March 27th TBA

TBA

Entry forms from http://www.chryslersonthemurray.com

ACD Friday Cruise

Following last year’s highly successful Friday cruise, this year we are headed south to the Fleurieu Peninsula for lunch and to visit some car related sights.

ACD Coffee Meet Up

Saturday March 28th 11:00am

McLaren Vale (TBC)

Meet other Chrysler enthusiasts for an informal coffee and chat at the McLaren Vale Visitor’s Centre, just off South Road.

Mopar MegaCruise

Saturday March 28th 4:00pm

Urrbrae Agricultural High School

It’s on again, the annual ACD Mega Cruise. Meet and greet BBQ at Urrbrae from 4pm with Cruise departing early evening. All Chrysler related vehicles welcome.

All Chrysler Day 2015
Sunday March 29th 9am-4pm
“Amazing Eights and Fantastic Fours” is our theme for 2015. Entry forms and further details are available on the club web site.

Urrbrae Agricultural High School

A.P.R. REMOVALS
A N D

S T O R A G E

Peter Karapetis

0417 819 451
AH (08) 8373 1388
Over 17 Years Experience
•Antiques and Storage A Specialty
•Houses •Flats •Units •Offices •Schools
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Adrian Brien
Adrian Brien is proud to sponsor the
Chrysler Car Club

EXPERIENCED SALES CONSULTANTS &
PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS
15 MINUTES SOUTH
OF ADELAIDE’S
CBD

1305 SOUTH ROAD ST MARYS SA 5042
PH (08) 8374 5444 AH: Matt 0412 698 955
3=+

www.adrianbrien.com.au

AB6378

